Abstract This paper uses a recently developed generalized averaging theory [IS] to develop stabilizing control laws for a large class of nonlinear systems with drift. These control laws exponentially stabilize in the average.
Introduction
This paper introduces a new technique t o stabilize a large class of nonlinear systems with drift. Our result is based on a recently developed generalized averaging theory [18] that uses nonlinear Floquet theory together with series expansions t o arbitrarily approximate the Row of a timeperiodic vector field. We apply this averaging method to 1-homogeneous systems with drift. These nonlinear systems, which are described in a companion paper [19] , are a generalization of the simple mechanical systems of Lewis and Murray [7] , and include many physical nonlinear systems with drift. Our method exponentially stabilizes these sytems in the average. The work reported here can be considered an extension of our previous work stabilizing controllers, for which there are few methods.
We note that Floquet theory and averaging have recently been applied to the problem of stabilizing nonlinear systems. However, many of these methods have been restricted to special application domains. For example, [15] uses feedback techniques and Floquet analysis to stabilize a free joint manipulator. In [14] , Floquet theory is used to sttxbilize driftless systems evolving on simple Lie groups. In contrast to these specialized applications, ow methods are quite general.
Section 2 summarizes our recent work on a generalized averaging theory. The particular structure of 1-homogeneous control systems is discussed in Section 3. Techniques to stabilize 1-homogeneous systems are presented in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates the method with a simple exampe.
A Generalized Averaging Theory
The flow of the differential equation, for driftless systems [17] to systems with drift. . , There has been recent success on the use of motion control algorithms and series expansion methods to obtain (exponentially) stabilizing control laws for simple mechanical systems, which are characterized by Lagrangians with kinetic and potential energy terms only [3, 5, 81. Given that I-homogeneous control systems are a generalization of simple mechanical control systems, the methods reported in this paper can be seen as an extension ofthis recent work. We also.introduce a novel form of averaged feedback which did not appear in these prior works.
Other prior work on feedback stabilization of nonlinear systems with drift has tended to focus on specific canonical control forms, [ll, 21, which are actually special instances of simple mechanical or 1-homogeneous control systems [19] . There has also been work on utilizing hcmogeneous transformations for exponential stabilization with respect to a homogeneous norm [lo] . There exists many other methods for stabilization of systems with drift, however our interest is in obtaining exponentially dation by Engineering Research Center grant NSF9402726.
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with X smooth in z, and T-periodic, i.e., X(z,t;e) = X ( s , t + T; E) can be analyzed by a non-linear version of Floquet theory. This approach represents the flow as the composition of a periodic Row and the evolution of an averaged. vector field. These components can be approximated to arbitrary order by appropriate series expansions. We will apply these theorems in Section 4 to develop generalized expressions for the averages of 1-homogeneous systems under periodic control. 
where Zavg log(9KT) is the logarithm of the monodromy map, as per Theorem 1. We say that the sytem (7) is mth-order averaged if 2'"s is related by its mthorder truncation, c.f. Theorem 3.
T h e o r e m 5 The average of the system (2), under Assumption 1, is given by the averaged system (7) . This holds for any order of truncation. Either Za"g = Z, or it is a truncated version, Za"g = A transformation from 7 back to time t yields
Therefore, all of the previous theorem still hold when applied to systems with drift of the form assumed here.
In particular, the theorems detailing the proximity of the Row of truncated averages to the actual Row (Thms. 3 and 4), the determination of stable orbits (Thm. 2), and the stability of k e d points (Cor. 1).
H i g h Frequency and Small Motions. It is possible to consider instead the case of high frequency oscillatory control of a system with drift,
with e small and where F(.,t) is T-periodic. A transformation of time converts the system to the standard form required by averaging theory.
The previous theory reviewed above can still be applied, however the dependence of the formulas on e will differ. .Equation (10) corresponds to the case of small motions [5] . The control analysis that will he done for the vibrational control case also applies to these two forms.
Structure of 1-Homogeneous Systems
This section summarizes the class of systems with drift to which our theory applies. For more details see [19] .
Vector Bundles. Let Q be a (differentiable) fibre bundle, functionTQM with fibre F . A section U : M -3 Q is a smooth map satisfying li o U = idnr. The space defined by the collection of all sections on the fiber bundle Q is denoted by r(Q)..It is itself a fiber bundle. be seen that M-1 = P-1, meaning that it is the most "basic" nontrivial space. Consequently, the spaces M I ; form a gradation. For the systems that we will study, the vector field r is restricted to not exceed homogeneous order 1, e.g. f E M I . Therefore, (X"& : Ylin)r E M-l is again a lifted vector field. Most importantly, this implies that the symmetric product commutes with other lifted vector fields.
A vector bundle ( E ,
We may now define a 1-homogeneous control system on E . The affine control system, with control inputs U'. j.=X(z)+Ydift(z)ua, a = l ... m, (15) is a 1-homogeneous control system if X E MI. The input vector fields lie in M -1 by virtue of being lifts. This is a generalization of simple mechanical systems that also incorporates most forms of mechanical systems.
Averaging and Homogeneity
We consider control inputs that combine state feedback and timeperiodic vibrational terms; ua(z,t) = f " ( z ) + (l/e)va(t/e), with U " ( . ) 7'-periodic. Substituting these controls into (15) gives,
To meet our requirements, the state feedback, 
where the V'"(t) terms are called averaging coeficients, and Definition 4 uses r = Xs for the symmetric product.
The simplest averaging coefficients are, 
Averaged Expansions
First order averaging gives the autonomous differential equation,
The first order truncated periodic Floquet mapping is P ( T ) % The second order averaged vector field is found in Ta, ble 1, and the second order periodic Floquet mapping is actually given by (20). A future publication will detail higher order expansions. The factorial growth in the expansions cannot be avoided. 
I

Sinusoidal Inputs for Indirect Actuation
From a controls perspective, the averaged coefficients play an important role. By modulating their values it is possible to effect controlled flow in the direction of the Lie brackets or symmetric products they multiply. Accordingly, there has been much study into the combinations of oscillatory inputs that will uniquely activate select brackets (i.e. approximate inversion).
Once the class of periodic input functions has been selected, the idea is to parametrize them so as to have the averaged coefficients be linear in the parameters in a fa, vorable manner. Below are two results that can be found in [20] , with w E Z+.
Theorem 6 QO] The inputs v"(t) = a;,wcos(wt) and vb(t) = &ucos(wt),
excite the symmetric product ( Y2ft : Ydi" ).
sponse will scale according to the product a;,a;,.
The re-
Theorem 7 [ZO]
In order to excite the symmetric prod-
the inputs v"(t) = a$,owz cos(wt) and vb(t) = a:,,ucos(wt).
The response will scale according to (a~,,) '&,.
Feedback Stabilization
To summarize, we have obtained formulas for the response of 1-homogeneous control systems to an oscillatory control at some arbitrary order. We may analyze the effects of the control inputs on the expansions, leading to an a-parametrized form. Now, we must determine a stabilization feedback strategy. If a system is found to be small-time locally controllable using a set of wparametrizable Jacobi-Lie brackets, then the averaged system will be fully controllable. Stabilization of the average will imply stability of the actual system. We may stabilize the mondramy map using discrete feedback (c.f. Thm 2 and Cor 1). Alternatively, we may stabilize the logarithm of the monodromy map with continuous feedback (c.f. Prop. 1).
Discretized Feedback
We use state error as feedback to modulate the parameters (I, converting the problem to periodic discrete feedback. It is very similar to the motion control algorithms 13, 5, 81.
Theorem 8 Consider a system (16) 
where A("-m)x("-"') is invertible and 1.1 denotes the BOOT junction, the average system response is stabilized.
ProoE
The proof was essentially given in [XI, but will be quickly sketched. Given the assumptions on the system, the averaged system (21) is controllable. Linearization with respect to z and a yields Choosing a constant over a period, the above system can be directly integrated to obtain a discrete, linear system
The assumptions imply that I? has a pseudwinverse, A, for the (n-m)-dimensional subspace to stabilize. Choose K so that the eigenvalues of A -BAK lie in the unit circle. This stabilizes the discrete system (i.e. the monodromy map), and the continuous system with piecewise constant feedback. 
Continuous Feedback
z(t) = P ( t ) ( z ( t ) ) (22)
We may solve for the average z ( t ) , using the current state z(t). Since P(t) is given by a series expansion, we can easily compute its inverse.
For the discretized feedback strategy this is not a critical factor to consider due to the fact that P ( t ) is periodic, i.e., P(kT) = P(0) = Id, k E Z+. The directly stabilized states do need the average to he used as feedback. In the case that the actual state values s(t) are used as feedback for the directly controlled subsystem, this averaging method will place an upper bound on the feedback gains. The oscillatory inputs should be faster than the natural dynamics of the directly stabilized subsytem, otherwise there will be attenuation of the oscillatory signal.
In an experimental setup, one may utilize averages computed in realtime as continuous feedback. The benefit of this latter approach is that the averaging process may serve to filter out any noise in the sensor signals. It may also attenuate the feedback of external disturbances. As the continually computed average, Z ( t ) = $ T s (7) d.r , mbey not be equal to the average z ( t ) = P-'(t) (z(t)), there may be some differences.
When performing averaging of sensed measurements, examine P ( t ) to determine which states require averaging.
Example
For brief demonstration of the feedback possibilities, we present a second order uonholonomic integrator. The unlifted control vector fields are, where z = (g,Q) E E = TQ, with q = (q1?qzrq3). The drift term correponds to integration of the second order system, q = Y~(z)u'+Yz(s)u~. The control inputs u"(t) decomposed into state feedback and timeperiodic terms,
The system is STLC at the origin; the symmetric product between YI and YZ is a vector field with constant contribution to the third state. Consequently, the inputs d ( t ) = a1 cos@), 2 ( t ) = a2 cos(t), will be used, and only first order averaging is required. Different choices of a ' will correspond to the different feedback strategies that are possible. Define the feedback of the averaged third state to be e ( t ) = -( k 1~3 ( t ) + k2i3(t)). NOW,
,'=e(&)
and cyz = -1, where t k = TLt/TJ, will correspond to orbit stabilization with discretized feedback, since zero error will still result in oscillatory actuation. The parametrization, 0 1~ = s i g n ( e ( t k ) ) m and .a2 = --, will correspond to point stabilization with discretized feedback, since zero error will give no control actuation. 
Conclusion
We applied 1181 to 1-homogeneous control systems, and showed how averaging theory may be used to stabilize a large class of underactuated mechanical systems with drift. By proving feedback stabilization for systems evolving on a vector bundle, E , the theory collapses to known instances from the literature for various choices of E 1191, e.g., for example we recover [2, 3, 5 , 11, 81.
These ideas have been successfully used to stabilize systems with drift. In [20] , can be found a discretely orbit stabilized second order fivestate nonholonomic integrator. In [E], we discretely stabilize trajectories of the snakeboard, a constrained mechanical system with symmetries and drift. In 1121, we experimentally verified these ideas with a robotic fish using continuous feedback of the sensed average. In [9], McIsaac and Ostrowski employed discretized feedback based on t.he sensed average for trajectory tracking of a n experimental robotic eel. Although they were unable t o theoretically prove stability, the theory in this paper can be used to do so.
Since the method results in a controllable linear approximation to the nonlinear system, ideas from robust control theory may be utilized to explicitly determine uncertainty bounds. In work related to ours (it also uses averaging), but for driftless systems, Morin and Samson [13] demonstrate a discretized feedback strategy that is robust to unmodelled dynamics. This is a topic of further research.
